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BEN AVON 

Distance Ascent Time Difficulty 

53.9km 1360m 6.0-8.0 hours Difficult 

 

Surface 

Good land rover track/metalled road in Glen Avon, rougher land rover track up Glen Builg then 
single track with some open hillside riding for the rest of the route. 

Hazards 

High Mountains – the route climbs to over 1100m and crosses the high plateau of Ben Avon at 
over 100m for more than 6km, which can be extremely hazardous in bad weather. 

River Crossing – the route fords the Builg Burn twice and also the River Gairn twice.  While none of 
the fords offer more of a threat than a wet foot under normal conditions, the crossings may 
become treacherous if the burn or river is in spate. 

Start 

Car park outside Tomintoul (NJ 164 176) 

Finish 

Car park outside Tomintoul (NJ 164 176) 
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Route 

Head along the track from the car park towards the viewpoint and follow it all the way up Glen 
Avon to the Linn of Avon, bypassing the estate house at Inchrory to the left. 
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Continue straight ahead at the Linn of Avon to follow a rougher land rover track up Glen Builg 
fording the Builg Burn twice (wet feet a possibility).  The land rover track peters out as Loch Builg 
comes into view. 
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Follow the single track along the east side of Loch Builg before passing through a gate and crossing 
the wet ground below to reach a land rover track.  Turn left and follow the land rover track for 
c.300m before turning right at a junction to descend to the bottom of Glen Gairn on another land 
rover track. 

Follow the land rover track over the bridge to the southern side of the river and follow the track 
when it turns right and passes through a gate.  The track continues to a junction by Culardoch 
Shieling, an architect designed shooting cabin. 

Follow the land rover track down to the river from Culardoch Shieling before fording the river and 
picking up a gently rising single track path, which follows the northern bank of the river up Glen 
Gairn.  The path fords the river again as the glen narrows and the path becomes rougher and 
begins to climb more steeply. 
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The final pull up the bealach at the head of Glen Gairn is steep and rough in places, but the views 
into Glen Quoich from the bealach are worth the effort. 

Follow the path down into Glen Quoich to a T-junction.  Turn right and follow the well-engineered 
path (plenty of water bars) until the path divides at Clach a Cleirich.  Take the right fork and climb 
steeply up (hike-a-bike) beside the Glas Allt Mor to reach The Sneck (the bealach between Beinn a’ 
Bhuird and Ben Avon). 

Turn right at The Sneck and continue up the steep and loose path up to the edge of the extensive 
Ben Avon plateau (hike-a-bike).  The summit of Ben Avon is a large tor/barn (Leabaidh an Diamh 
Bhuidhe), which lies 1km across the plateau.  Continue north-east across the spine of the plateau 
following vague tracks where they exist before picking up a more distinct path at Big Brae, which 
leads past the tor/barn of East Meur Gorm Craig, which marks the beginning of a long and hugely 
enjoyable descent (steep in places) back to the Linn of Avon and the outward route. 

 

 


